PASSION FOR

FASHION
I literally just wear what
I think doesn’t look
horrendous in that I’m
also comfortable in. I
usually like to go thrifting
at Goodwill — that’s
the best place to find
cheap stuff. Plus a lot
of thrifting places like
in downtown San
Francisco, things cost
so much money and
it defeats the whole
purpose.”

I would say my style changes
a lot. It just depends on my
mood and since my mood
changes so much, my
style changes too — it’s
changed since last week.
I love low waisted pants
because they’re so cute.
At first, I was a little
uncomfortable with
them, but because of
body positivity, I love
my body. My body’s
perfect.”

TARA BAMBROO (10)

Sometimes I’m more punk and
other days I’m more grunge. I
don’t know if I really have a
specific style. I definitely
wear a lot of purple and
black and sometimes
brown. My essentials
are a baggy sweater
and some rings. I
don’t think I look
good in reds or
maroons — they
just don’t compliment
my skin tone well.”

STYLE SPOTLIGHT

CHASING

TRENDS

WHAT ARE YOUR OPINIONS ON FAST FASHION?

"So I’m brown, and brown people look good in a lot of different
colors. We look good in brighter colors and whites and could
[also] rock neutrals, but brown on brown is a bit sketchy
because
it has COLOR
to be a particular
brown,
like you can’t just wear
WHAT
LOOKS
WORST/BEST
ON
it willy nilly. Then bright colors, like light blue — I don’t know
what it does, but it’s beautiful. [Also] the turquoise color always
looks really good on our skin tones.”

HOW HAS YOUR STYLE CHANGED SINCE
NINTH GRADE?

"From ninth grade to 12th grade, the things that I like changed
so dramatically. I used to wear a lot of trendy clothes and some
things that weren’t very modest. I think it was a subconscious
thing
about WOULD
trying to fit in,
but inDESCRIBE
twelfth grade IYOUR
actually
HOW
YOU
try not to wear tank tops and always throw a cardigan over
STYLE?
something
— maybe it’s the maturity.”

PRAGATI DHANAM (12)
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Social media popularized a
variety of different fashion trends
throughout the year

WHAT ARE
YOUR TOP THREE
ZACHARY’S
ESSENTIALS
ESSENTIALS?
1. A nice pair of Doc Martens
2. A good sweater
3. A trench coat

WHAT COLORS LOOK BEST/WORST ON YOU?

YOU?

JEREMIAH
MOLI (11)

SAMUEL LEWIS (10)

ISHI CHOPRA (9)

“I think that fast fashion gets a lot of hate because it is
environmentally and ethically detrimental, but there’s
[also] a lot of good parts that no one acknowledges —
like things that can create a community since you can
show your friends because there’s a lot of clothes on
SHEIN or ROMWE that aren’t necessarily ugly.”

I shop at H&M, TJ Maxx and
Marshalls because those
have lower prices but a
lot of times they’re pretty
good quality so I can wear
them. I have pants that I
got from TJ Maxx three
years ago that still fit me
today [and] that I wear
continuously. So I like
to there for cheap,
affordable clothing
that lasts longer.”

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE
YOUR STYLE?

"I kind of just wear what
I want
to wear,
HOW
DO
YOU FEEL
you know? I don’t always dress vintage
FAST
FASHION?
or 80s. I’ll wear 2000s, depending on the vibe.
I feel like people should wear things that are
sentimental to them.”

WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE
PLACES TO SHOP?

"Goodwill and Salvation Army, though I usually
buy all of my shirts new. I don’t thrift my shirts.
I prefer mostly jackets and pants. But for shirts,
I usually go to Hot Topic because I like the
graphic tees there.”

ZACHARY AWAD (12)

MATCHING SETS

ABOUT
CORSET TOPS
The sculpting effect of modern corset
tops perfectly accentuate the hips
and curves. Dating back to the 1500s,
corset tops have made their way back
but with a twist. With the rise of the
iconic Y2K style meeting the classic
corsets, often worn by women in the
Victorian Era, casual corset tops were
made accessible to young adults by
the popular stores Urban Outfitters
and Zara.
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Easily worn, these trending
matching sets make it
easier to get ready without
having to think about
pairing tops and bottoms,
which can often lead
to decision fatigue.
With only having
to decide between
which outerwear and
shoes to pair with
your outfit, these
unique matching sets
provide convenience,
efficiency and a
nonetheless chic look.

PLATFORM SANDALS
With the popularization of baggy
jeans and long jeans in recent
years, nothing pairs better than
tall and stylish platform slippers.
Doc Martens, a timeless shoe
brand that originated in 1947,
offers many unique and iconic
tall sandals that match well
with dresses, skirts, shorts and
even jeans — nothing but these
platform slippers are more
accommodating than most
shoes you could think of.

HEAVY LAYERING
Recently popularized
by TikTok creator, @
n0rab0ra, this New
York-style heavy
layering is perfect
for looking
fashionable and
feeling cozy on
a chilly day.
By putting on
layers of basic
clothing like
tank tops and
long sleeves
secured and
wrapped with
scraps and strings
of fabric, one is able
to create a chunky,
yet sleek look for
the colder weather.
Often, this unique
style of layering
goes with earth
tones which creates
a perfect balance
between standing
out and blending in.
WINTER
FASHION

ZACHARY AWAD (12)
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